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Premier Vehicle Care Ltd
Checked and Vetted Membership

About this Tradesman

Member Since :

Limited Company :

yes, 5441017

Member Number : 158741

Vat Registered :

yes, 654214453

Contact Information

Public Liability Cover :

Current-Verified till 27 Jul 2018

Cover Amount :

5,000,000

Insured By :

Other

14-Nov-2013

Name :

Mr John Grimmett

Address :

Benfield Road, Newcastle Upon Tyne
Tyne and Wear NE6 5XA

Telephone :

01912400700

Mobile :

07976804033

Web :

www.premiervehiclecare.co.uk

Accreditations
Checked and Vetted

No. 158741

Recent Customer Feedback
Had a few minor scratches and a dent at the back of the car that I wanted fixed before selling.
10 / 10
Absolutely brilliant work! They didn't charge anything for their time and work. All I needed to take was the touch up pen from the garage.
They removed all the scratches so they're no longer noticeable and reduced the size of the dent, which was not possible to fully remove
due to where it was. The car was ready to collect after 2 hours which was great too. Overall a wonderful job and I would definitely go back
for any other work that I needed.
Customer in Newcastle upon Tyne, 10-Jan-2018
Car drove into back of mine, hatch lid and bumper damage
10 / 10
They have done an excellent job , my car is only 7 months old so was worried that it would be noticeable but I need not have worried, the
car looks just like it did when I bought it 7 months ago, not only that but its gleaming inside too, cannot recommend this place enough
Customer in Blyth, 07-Dec-2017
Car repair. Found through Checked and Vetted
10 / 10
Excellent service from my first initial call, after a neighbour hit my car. John advised me from the start and arranged everything from
dealing with insurance claim to collecting and returning the car once repaired. Very quick in getting car back, as picked up on Monday
and returned Wednesday . Repairs done to a high standard and had been returned washed and vacuumed. Would definitely recommend
this company.
Customer in Newcastle upon tyne, 06-Dec-2017
Car body repairs.
9.7 / 10
Clear and detailed estimate. A pleasant, helpful and efficient staff member (Neville). Very pleased with the way I was treated as a customer
and with the quality of the work done. The job came in under the estimate. I would definitely use this company again and recommend to
others.
Customer in Newcastle, 13-Oct-2017
Alternator broken - repair and bought a car.
10 / 10
Excellent customer service and communication. I felt that it was all done for a good price. Reliable, professional and a good price.
Customer in Eshott, 13-Oct-2017
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